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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Soil erosion studies have proceeded along two basic paths in- · · 
so-far as erosion by water is concerned: (1) the measurement of soil 
loss and runoff caused by natural rainstorms. with pertinent charac­
teristics of those storms; and {2) the measurement of such losses when 
caused by artificially-produced storms of arbitrarily-selected 
characteristics. Both are important research methods. 'l'he firs.t 
provides a measure of the magnitude and variability of storms as they 
actually occur in a given area, as well as accurate measurement of 
losses produced by a particular storm typ and intensity on a given 
condition of plots. However, it has one costly disadvantage: a 
particularly important type of condition and storm might not occur 
except at rare intervals. The second type of storm can be produced 
almost any time and has-the advantage, therefore• of greatly decreasing 
the time involved in getting an answer. A disadvantage is the great 
difficulty in accurately simlllating any given storm type. Meyer and 
McCune (14) describe a rainfall simulator which probably is the most 
accurate of a:ny devised on the basis of storm energy per unit quantity 
of rain, and the development of simulator design has been reviewed by 
Mutchler and Hermsmeier (21). 
Meyer (17) defines the following criteria as being important to 
the accurate simulation of rainstorms: rainfall intensity, raindrop 
size distribution. raindrop fall velocity, and to lesser degrees or 
in ways leas understood, drop temperature, shape, impact angle, and 
the effect of wind. 
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Wind may have several effects on the simulation of rainfall or, 
for that matter, on natural rainfall. 
(l) It distorts the location of the drop impact from the 
intended target area. to some point downwind. Logic and 
experience would indicate, furthermore, that smaller drops 
will drift much further than larger drops. 
(2) Because drops drift in the wind, they gain a horizontal 
velocity. This velocity is combined with vertical 
velocity at some point along the fall path of the drop to 
determine the resultant velocity and direction of fall at 
that point. Logic indicates that the limiting factors 
would be still-air terminal velocity in the vertical 
direction and wind velocity in the horizontal direction. 
Van Heerden (28), citing references, indicates the actual 
horizontal component is somewhat less than mean wind 
velocity. However, the resultant impact force of indi­
vidual droplets will be at some angle different from the 
vertical. This would be expected to give a net splash 
movement of soil materials in a downwind direction. 
According to Van Heerden (28), total splash erosion 
increases with increasing angle of deviation (:from a 
vertical direction)• Wind 1n itself doe not appear to 
account for soil movement, other than to the extent that 
it changes the angle of impact of the rain. 
(3) Within a small plot area, wind dr,ift may be sufficient te 
remove appreciabl quantities of water from th t t 
area, as a wind-borne mist of fine droplets. 
Quantitative data conoerning these effects i.s minimal. 'l'o gain 
this information, this study w e condue\e(l._ 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The displacement of falling water drops by wind is of particu­
lar interest to those studying the mechanics of soil erosion. 
Drops subject to wind drift may commonly occur under one of 
these basic conditions: 
1. They may be formed high in the air, as a rainstorm, falling 
until th y attain vertical terminal velocity t as in s·till 
air. More commonly, they may fall through a moving air 
mass, so that actual drop velocity and direction is a 
:resultant of the vertical velocity attained (produced by 
the downward force of gravity and limited by air resistance), 
and the horizontal velocity attained (limited to the velocity 
of the wind acting on the side of the drop) • 
2. Drops may be - formed by a noz·z1e, a capillary tip, or a piece 
of yarn, so as to fall vertically, either with initial 
velocity or accelerated by gravity alone; but formed 
sufficiently close to the ground that the force of the wind 
on the side of the drop would not accelerate the drop uf­
ficiently to bring its horizontal velocity up to the wind 
ve1ocity. 
3. Drops may be produced by a nozzle, projected at some angle 
from vertical, so the drops have some initial horizontal 
velocity. This might be to provide dispersion of  the 
sprinkler pattern over a large area, thereby reducing 
intensity to a tolerable level. 
5 
The "Rainulator" described by Meyer and McCune ( 14) uses a 
spray from a Veejet nozzle t directed vertically downward . A small 
portion of this spray would be typified by case 2.  Most of the spray 
consists of drops of various sizes and proj.ected at various angles 
from the vertical, within an included angle �f 80 degrees. 
This particular study is limited to the seoond case. This 
situation would typify a rainfall simulator from which all drops are 
projected vertically downward at a velocity approaching terminal 
velocity. Suoh equipment operating in this area would be e:xpeoted to 
encounter more or less windy conditions. Wiersma ( 29) reviewed 52 
years ' data from Huron, South Dakota and found that the average wind 
during the irrigation season (defined as April 15 to October 1 )  was 
10. 8  miles per hour (15.-8 feet per second). Further, he pointed out 
that this included all. hours of the day, and that wind velocity was 
greatest between the hours of 2 P .  M . and 4 P .  M . ( CST) . He concluded 
that during many hours of sprinkling time a wind velocity of greater 
than 10. 8 miles per hour would be encountered. 
Drop displacement was considered to be the dependent variable 
in this study, with drop size, wind velocity, and fa11 distance con­
sidered to be independent. Other factors investigat d were drop 
velocity and impact angle. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE WIND TUNNEL 
Design Principles 
Wind tunnels of many different designs and configurations have 
been developed over the years. Prandtl and Tietjens (24) described a 
tunnel built in Moscow in 1906 : " •  • •  the air was also sucked in by 
a blower since it had been shown by previous · experiments that an air 
stream of this kind is far less turbulent than one blown into the 
tunnel. " Further, "The vorticity of the air was diminished by arranging 
a rather large intake nozzle at the entrance of the tunnel and also 
by installing a number of honeycomb grids, with the result that the air 
velocity had variations less than 4% of  the mean. " 
This tunnel, built by Riabouchinsky, was about 4 feet in diame­
ter ; about 45 feet long ; and yielded velocities of _3.20 feet/second. 
It was an open-wind tunnel ; that is, recirculation was through the 
atmosphere rather than through a closed loop of ductwork. 
Other tunnels described by these authors were closed wind 
tunnels and free-jet wind tunnels, both types being recirculating. 
The free-jet tunnel has the rather important advantage, for model 
studies, of  eliminating wall effects in the test area. However, for 
droplets, this should not be an important fac tor, as the throat width 
is much larger than any characteristic dimension of the largest drop 
concerned. 
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Most wind tunnel f'ound in th liter ture are cf round or 
square ei-o a•section in th test throat . B cau 
cerned with two-dimensional trav l of  w t  r drop • 
thi study. w s con-
lar Yertic- l 
dimension {12 feet) was needed •  but the lateral dimension could be 
l ft quit al.l. . ft,e:r ome inve tig tion ( see ppendix I ).  of the 
velocity uniformity which could be expected aeros& thrc te of v rious 
widths • the thro t width w s t . t 8 inches. This allo d th use 
of crop-drying fan which was already v · labl in the department . 
Fe tures of  This 'l'unn l 
Construction details of the tunnel e shown. in pp ndix I .  
Sev ral design features w re inoorpor t to give velocity uniformity. 
l .  A smooth, par bolic-wall entrance section w a con tructed 
to provide smooth r-flow line into the tunnel. By pr'°­
viding smGoth fl-ow h re • turbulene within the tunnel was 
suppr sa d and a uniform velocity pr-ofi.le wa obtain d in 
th initi l r aches of the t st ecti<>n. 
2.  transition seotio wa u d to c-oupl th dcwn ' nd end 
of th test eetion , 12 f t v rtio by inche in width, 
to the inl t of th f shroud t which wa 2. 5 feet 1n 
diam ter. B cau of  this; m k -d. ehange in dim n ion it 
w believed to be d sirabl to provide om pres ur drop 
t th junctur of test section and transition. By givin 
mor uni. form n gative potenti acros th entire vertical 
s ction of the tunnel, more uniform velocities could be 
expected. Ordinary window screen was placed between the 
test section and the transition seotion to give this 
pressure drop. 
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3. The fan was mounted in a raised position, so its horizontal 
axis was 6 feet off the floor. This allowed symmetry in 
the transition section. 
Some means was needed to vary the air . velocity. Sinee the 
transition section was constructed of polyethylene film o\ter a frame­
work of iron rod, the simplest method was to open the transition and 
bleed air directly to the fan, thereby reducing flow through the test 
section. The degree of opening was adjusted until a pitot-tube, 
located directly in the center of the wind tunnel, indicated velocity 
to be at nearly the desired level. Then the polyethylene was taped 
in place, a detailed velocity profile was obtained, and the test 
procedures wer resumed. 
Calibration Results 
several velocity distributions were obtained in cheoldng uni­
formity. Figures III-1 and III-2 show the distributions 12 feet and 
20 feet, respectively, downwind from the entrance of the test section, 
for a nominal 20 feet/second velocity. Very good uniformity was 
obtained across the throat, especially within the center 2-inch section, 
through which virtually all the drops observed passed. By far the 
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gr atest velocity variation was observed near the top of the tunnel.  
This was discussed with L. D. Meyer (13) , who suggested that it 
indicated inadequate entrance section design. The floor of the 
laboratory served to give smooth streamlines into the bottom of the 
tunnel, as the parabolic entrance did for the sidewalls , Either a 
similarly-curved top for the entrance , or an extended flat plane on 
. beyond the entrance , would improve this measurably. While undesirable , 
this discrepancy probably did not have much adverse effe.ct on the 
conduct of  the study. 
Figure III-3 shows the distribution 12 feet downwind for a nomi­
nal velocity of 15 feet/second. In general , the comments above are 
equally applicable in this ease ,  only the velocity magnitudes being 
less . 
These velocity distributions were obtained by measuring wind 
velocity in a grid pattern, at distances of 1/2 , 1 ,  2 ,  and 4 inches 
from the tunnel wall; and 3 , 6 ,  12 , 36 , and 72 inches from the top and 
bottom of the throat. A 5/16 inch Dwyer pitot tube was used , connected 
to a sloping manometer . 
Figure III-4 shows the vertical velocity profile through the 
tunnel throat at a nominal velocity of 6 feet/second. Because the 
manometer deflection was so small as to be unreliable at this velocity ,  
a K & E fan-type anemometor was used instead.  
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CHAPTER IV 
DROP PRODUCTION 
The production of individual water drops of uniform size has 
been investigated by several researchers. Palmer (22) reviewed much 
of the significant work on this subject beginning with the classical 
investigations of Lord Rayleigh (25 ) .  
Waterdrops have been formed on yarn tip� (6), eyedroppers (2), 
and lengths of hypodermic tubing (22) . 
Jet flow usually occurs when small tubes are used; drop forma­
tion is then very rapid. In the case of very small tubes, the 
viscosity effect is so great that flow through the tube proceeds very 
slowly; a drop will form quite slowly on the nozzle tip, finally 
breaking away when the force of gravity on the mass of water suspended 
exceeds the surface tension between the water and the nozzle tip. 
Palmer (22) used a graded series of sizes of hypodermic tubing 
to achieve flow regulation. A small diameter tube limited flow to 
satisfactory rates, and a gradation of tube sizes gave smooth flow to 
the final size tube. He found he could get quite consistent drop size 
control in the diameter range from 3. 2  to 5.2 mm. Table 4-1 lista tube 
dimensions from his data with the size drops he obtained ; these may 
be compared to the results shown in Table 4-2. 
Gage · size reported is the final tip section used by Palmer : 
smaller diameters were used above the tip section to control the flow, 
as already described. 
15 
1'able 4- l . Drop Size Comp red to Tube Diameter U ed. From Palmer (22 )  
Nomin.al Di · · •t•r 
Gage 
ll 
13 
22 
;Estimate« by visual extrapolation 
O . D .  
tnches 
0.120 
0 . 09.; 
0.028 
Drop Size , •• 
-_ M 
Blanchard (2 )  formed drops on the tip of an eyedrepper and was 
abl to continue to inject water into the drop un,til 1t reached the 
desired size , because his drops were held suspended on a vertical 
Column o f  air. The rat& of drop forn1 tion ., under such circin.unstancee , 
could not be considered a fa.otor in bis investigations .  
Ellison an d  Pomerene {6 ) supported ol.oth over a wire mesh. A 
len th of yarn was suspended from the cloth in the oeater of each mesh 
opening . When a nozzl• wa direct d so as to spray over the surface 
of the apparatus . water would collect in the pock te thus formed and 
would be conduct d down th yarn , from whieh it woul.d drip. The rate 
cf drop formation with thi syst m could be regulat.ed by the pray 
intensity o.n the cloth surface.  D�Qp size was a tunetlon of y. rn size 
and was re orted to v - y bout ! 6 percent for gi • n si.ze yarn. 
For thia study ·• i. t wa.s nee -ssar7 to pJfodue drops singly _, at 
interv ls ot a veral seconds. 'l'he drops had to be quite uniform 1n 
size . nd -con 1st nt in siz - from day to day . 
needed. 
rang of si�es was 
16 
abl 4-2. Drop Former D t s Ti Di meters and 
Drop Sizes Produe d By hem 
Tip Material Nominal Size O. D . Drop Di eter 
Inche mm. 
Gla 0 . 011 2 . 2 
S t  el 22 ga. 0.028 3.0  
Steel 13 ga . 0 .095 4. 2 
Glas . 0.125 4. 6 
Steel l/4"' 27 ga. 0.252 . 5. 5 
ith. the smallest tips used, the vi cosity ffect was suf-
fici nt  to provid flow regulation suitable to this study. hen using 
l g r  tips, an adjustable clamp was used on a rubber supply hose to 
reduce the flow rat . 
unifo 
Drop formed on the tip of a hypodermic tube appeared to be very 
in size if flow r t ,  temperature, and wat r quality remain d 
con tant. 
St l hypodermic tubing was used for three of the five drop 
sizes , and glas tubing was drawn to appropriate diamet rs for two 
more size . The dimensions of thes tip , and the drop siz s produc d 
by them, r giv n in Table 4-2. 
Co p risons between the siz s of drop obtain d by Palmer and 
thos obtained by th author appear to b favorabl . 
Drop siz wa d termined in this tudy by c tching a known 
number (100 drops of the largest siz , 200 of the smaller on s) in a 
17 
bottle, the weight of which had previously been determined, and by 
weighing the sample thus obtained. Knowing the average drop weight, 
mean spherical diameter was then calculated . A drop diameter versus 
drop weight curve was prepared to facilitate calibrations, and is 
shown in Appendix II, Figure AII-1 . 
The steel drop-forming tips were prepared by cutting them to 
length and then truing them to squareness in a valve-grinding machine. 
The glass tips were made from 1/4tt O . D .  gl.ass tubing. A length of 
this was cut off, chucked in a drill press to provide support, and 
heated with a torch. The drill press was slowly rotated by hand to 
give uniform beating around the circumference of the tube. Wh n the 
flame began to show yellowish-red from the sodium given off by the 
glass, and a slight reduction in diameter of the tube indicated it was 
slumping from its own weight , the flame was quickly removed ; the rota­
tion was stopped ; and the end of the tube was quickly p�lled so as to 
greatly lengthen it, thereby effecting a great reduction in diameter. 
(It was necessary to do all three things simultaneously. Because some 
experience was necessary, the first few tips so produc ed, especially 
in the smaller sizes , were not satisfactory. ) 
Once a satisfactory diameter was obtained, it was allowed to 
cool and was then snapped in two at the point where the desired diameter 
occurred (usually the minimum diameter). It was impossible to true 
this end completely ; however, it was possible to carefully run the end 
of the tube over a piece of abrasive paper and break off the larger 
18 
projections .  This process produced a long, gradual taper to the final 
minimum diameter ; this should have produced smooth flow lines, but it 
also served to trap any flaky materia1s which might be in the water .  
Clean, deionized water was used ; the author found it necessary, even 
so, to run the water through Whatman No. 5 filter paper in a filter 
funnel to minimize plugging of the smallest tip. In most cases, the 
drop forming equipment was adjusted to a frequency of 6-10 drops per 
minute. No variation in size , within this f requency range, was 
detectable. In the ease of the smallest glass tip, it was not 
possible to maintain even this rate of flow. 
An illustration of the drop-forming apparatus is shown in 
Appendix II, Figure AII-2. The complete assembly was suspended from 
the ceiling, over the wind tunnel, during runs , as indicated in 
Figure AII-3 of Appendix II. 
CHAPTER V 
DROP VELOCITY 
The velocity O·f falling water drops has been determined by 
several methods and oy aum.erous work•rs.. Meyer (1,) ., ia a d tailed 
l1terattU"e review, listed the foll.owing methcde u · 
(a}  Photographing drops during fall ( aeYen o1ta.tiaas) 
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(b) Electrqnic mea.suremen.t of time tor _drop to- pass coneJ-e,c:u-­
ti ve points { fov eitatiens) 
(c ) Stopwatch timing (one citation) 
( 4 )  Upward veloei ty .of ai� etream req_uire.d to suspend drops 
( three citations) 
( e )  Qompatation ( three citations) 
For the purposes of thi . ettady , ei th r cf t.h.e first two m$thods w: s 
sui taole. The photographic method was ehcahin . aad t cuiques were 
develQped based on the work by De ring ( 4) . Figures· V•l and V-2. 
illustrate th basic photographic $etup which was �$ed. A Graphlex 
n23u cumuitra wt th 101 mm l.ens was used 'With an apertur , setting of 
f/4-. 5. Kociak 'l'ri-X 120 roll film, "pushed" in deve1opmen.t ,. provided 
an $d-equate image . Two r,hotcfloods wer u&e·d to baeklt.ght the uop 
during the early part of th study • as shown by FigUJte V•2. Be.qa.use 
thi..s was a continuo•us light soure♦ ,  the camera recorde·d continuous 
u treak n of refleeted light from the two aid.es of the drop. the dis­
tance b tween the pair of streaks gav-e an estimate o f  the drop width 
or diameter. 
Strobe 
31�' 
2 - :,00 Watt  
Photo floods 
\ 
2 \ 
1 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
i.---t-- 12" 
4" 
Camera 
Figure V-1. Elevation View of Photographic Arrangement. 
Scale 1 1/8" • l" 
300 watt 
Strobe 
Light Barrier 
12" 
Camera St;ala_;.,.1/8" • l"  
Figure v-2. Plan View of Photographic Arrangement 
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A. General adio Type 648- Strobol·ux , trigg red by e. General. 
Radio Typ 6,31-BL Strobotac , was placed as shown in igures V-1 and 
V-2 and adjusted to provide 100 flashes per eeeond. ch . flash 
recorded a separate image of the drop between the previously men­
tioned streaks. The distance between these images was related back 
to the actual displacement of th drop during the flash interval, and 
the drop v locity was calculated on the baeis of displacement p r  
unit time . Figur V.-) illu$tra.tes the pair of _streaks nicely, as 
w 11 as the dual drop images given by suoe eive strobe flaahe , 
Thi technique worked very well when used to determine drop 
velocity just before the drop entered the tunnel . However, it was 
neces ary to photograph through a pleld.glas wall , using l>aek-light 
th.rough another plexiglas wall , in ord r to determine velocity within 
the tunnel its lf. Too much light-sc tt ring occurred du to surf ace 
reflections off the plexigla , and negative were eompl te1y "burned 
out. 0 The sidelights were- therefore abandon•d• Only the strob.e unit 
w s operated , for the re t of the work1 iving displ o m  nt only. 
Figure V-4 shows two drop ima a they appeared from succ s ive 
trobe fl.a hea, without inc nd cent si.delighta. 
Th drop was form d approxirn tely tw lv feet above the top of 
th tunnel. a si tant w tehed th op re fr e and sign 1 d 
the uthor • who then tri gered the shutter. delay of two human 
reaction time thus was involved, which was les than th £all tim 
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Fi� v-.:,. Su.cce si ve strob •illuminated im . ge.s of  a fa11ing drop. 
Str on aoh ide are reflection from continuous light sources 
(inc descent bulb ) as drop moves through c er field. 
24-
Figure V-4. St1cceasive strQbe•illumiaate4 images of a falling d.rop. 
No continuous light seuree used. Note b()rizontal di.spl cement _ of 
second image, indicating drop to be fal.ling in a slanting 
direction d·ne to wind drift. 
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for th drop . Th shutter remained open a half second, during which 
time the drop fell past the oamera and its image was record d twice 
on the film. 
DX-ops in the size range used in this study could b expected 
to attain velocities of the order of 25 ft/sec . At this velocit1 a 
drop would fall three inches in 1/100 second (the interval between 
strobe flashes) . Therefore the camera.to-subject-plane distance was 
adjusted to give a camera field of about six in�hes . This would 
usuall.y giv two drop images within the field of view. M -y of th 
drops appeared on either side of the field, due to drift. I t  was 
usually n e ssa.ry to expose an entire roll of eight frames to get two 
or th.re good pictures. 
A 2 u X 2u id pattern was inked on white drawin_g cardboard to 
provide a means of checking camera alignment. This was suspended in 
the center plane of' the tunnel hile eettin up the eam ra .. Foc\as 
aiid alignment were e:xaminec
i 
en th grouxul glass1 of th eamera before 
installing th roll film adapter. In addition to th grid pattern, 
sc le• computed to giv fe t per second directly from displacements 
for 100 flash-per-s cond exposures . wa.s also inked. A photograph of 
th grid pattern and scal.e was made periodically to give easy 
r ferene values for velocity mea ·urement and to give record of 
camera align ent a proof it bad not b en altered. Figure V-5 is an 
example. 
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Figur v • .5. Grid pattern us d fo:r checking camera alignment with and 
foeus on the plane thro - h whieh drops fell. Note the- velocity 
scales fo-r ri-()us _ trobe•light frequencies. Displacement 
between suoee sive im gee as in igures V-3 nd V-4 w re 
compared to the appropriate scale on a. photo such s 
the o.ne a.\love to -deter ine velocity. 
r oaution 
, ot error occur du to th 
etho4. heir n tur , d thod u e to i 
cu d b  low. 
tur of tbi 
l.  he eame-ra may have be n out of 11 nt with the plane of 
th twtn l, tb r by r co din a f· la mag o the op • s  
location. To ni ize �ch e ror • c er 
checked p rio ically d also when v · ·r th o . .  ra w 
mov d • u ing th rid t t rn . p,.eviousl7 · • 1 cussed. Th 
e rigidly ounted on tripod. �he f:Ll was 
SU : li d in a roll daptor ; with C ·. ' it  could b adv C 
vi thout isturbin th c r po . tion. h roll fil 
daptor re oved r om th c ge roll 
of fil • b sh-utt r w tripped b solenoid nd the 
!la h ,tt c ent ( thout u ot 
di tur Uk 17 w il . t tt r w 
cock d with effort to 
of i tur ne , thi • 
t t 0 
op 11.. Th 
\lX' l ck 
2. 'n rror of eourr d du to 
th tre t c o er ting off fr q en.cy ., Row v r. th unit 
d b  n f otory c l1 r te within th • 
ddi ti n . buil t•1n vi br tin r . d u guid 
in dJu ting th fr u n-c:y ., ft :r w . up , to r q enei s 
of 900 and 3600 flashes per minute. The unit seemed to 
hold frequency very well and did not c use any observable 
errors durin this work. 
3� �ome latitude in drop.to-camera distance w s possible , and 
could account for some error in individual measure ents. 
hose drops hioh were photographed above the tunnel to 
estimate velocity upon enterin� the tunnel would be the 
most likely to be in error. The small 1! drops, in general,. 
showed greater ander than did the larger si�es. 
The drops which were photogra · hed within the tunnel, 
two feet  off the tunnel floor , were m�re closely confined , 
because it was necessary for them to fall through a narrow 
s1ot (one inch wide) , parallel to the film plane • to ente:r 
the tunnel. They were therefore limited te a zone somewhat 
less than one inch in thic.knes . 
In ither case , such errors should be nearly random 
in nature , o that eaningful results could be e et d by 
averaging t e re ult of -everal measurements. 
Results Obtained . 
The fall velocity of drops of sev ra.l siz wa d termined under 
three conditions : (a ) just above the wind tunnel, to d termine 
approxi tnate entr noe velocity after t elve feet of fre fall; (b)  two 
fe t bove the tunn_ l floor , under still conditions, to determine drop 
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Ta.bl 5-1 . Average Fall Velocities for Water Drops 
! 
Drop Diam. · ind Vel . Drop Veloei ty , ft7sec 
mm .• 
5. 5 
5. 5 
4 . 2  
l+. 2 
3.0 
:;. o 
2 . 2 
2. 2 
• ote :  
ft/sec ( 1 ) • (2) {}} (4 )  (5) 
0 24.2 24.o ;o.o 27.8 30.0 
20 29. 9 
0 22.? 23.0 28 . 5 26 . 9  29. 2  
20 28 . 5 
0 21. 5 21 . 3 26.2  24. 9 26 . 4  
20 26 . l+  
0 19. 3  19.5 23.6 22. 3 22. 6 
20 25. 2  
Column (1 ) is the drop velecity as measured just above the 
tunnel entrance after falling 12 feet. 
Col n (2) i the velocity interpolated from th curves given 
by Laws (10 )  for 12 feet of fall , 
Column (3)  is th v locity ae measured 2 f t above th tunnel 
floor,. Etj. ther with er  without horizontal wind acting 
upon it ;  measured after op hae fallen 22 feet. 
Column ( 4) is the v locity interpolated from Laws (10) for 22 
feet of f 11 . 
Column ( 5 )  is the terminal velocity for the respective drop.a 
ae given by Gu.nn & Kinz r ( 8 ) . 
velocity aft r approximately twenty-two feet of fall ; { c )  two fe t 
above th tunnel floor, with a twenty ft/second wind 9 to det rmine the 
r sultant velocity as caused by the combined .forces of wind and gravity . 
The results shown in Table 5-1 ar the a-verage values from se ral 
measurements for each drop siz and measurement location .  
Discussion 
Drop v locities m asured aft r 12 fe t of  fall agre , v r, 
closely with v lues from curves publi - hed by Law (10). 1,�erage 
lu s v y no more than 0. 3 :ft/�eo from La s ' curvee t and it muet be 
ized that some error in this interpolation is also likely, on 
the. order of ! 0 .1  fps. 
fter 22 feet of fall, however, the data obtained appear to 
be 5-8 percent higher than value,s taken from Laws. For th 5. 5 mm 
drops , the velocity meaaur d equals that ven by Gl.Ulll and Kinzer for 
terminal velocity . For the 2. .. mm drops , the velocity measured 
actu lly exceeds their terminal velocity value by 1. 0 fps . Sine th y 
employed an electronic method of velocity measurement, capable of 
very good aocuracy • their values would seem to be definitive. 
This would c st doubt on the accur cy of the results obtained 
aft r 2Z feet of f 11 , T ble 5-2 gives the individual values obtained 
from separate photos , as an indic ti�n ef uniformity of measur ment 
fro one pictur to the next. 11 valu e shown were for drops exposed 
to 20 ft/sec of wind , 
It can re dily be seen that the asurements were somewhat 
variable. Thia may be ttributed to any of the se•eral errors pre• 
viously diset,1ss d. The -variance of individual values from their 
respective• means was calculated ccording to the methode suggest d by 
11 (18) , and amounted t ! 0. 4. ince th v ri tion between act al 
velocitie.s record d and v lu s iven by Laws (3}  in ev ry ca.se exce ds 
}l 
Tabl 5-2. Indi idual Drop Velocitie ft r 22 F t of F 11 
Date Drop Di • M asured Velocity verage for Size 
mm. ftLs c 
22 May 64 5. 5 29.7 29 . 9 
22 M 64 5,5 30,l 
15 64 4.2 29. 1 28 .5 
19 '-fay 64 4. 2 27 .8  
28  July 64 4. 2 28. 0 
28 July 64 4. 2 28 . 5 
28 July 64 4. 2 28. 8 
28 July 64 4. 2 29.0 
22 May 64 3.0 25. 8 26 . 4 
22 y 64 3.0 24. 8 
22 6� 3.0 27 .3  
22 May 64 3. 0  26. 8 
22 M y 64 3.0 27 . 2 
21 M y  64 2. 2 25.0  25. 2 
21 May 64 2. 2 24. 8 
2l 64 2. 2 25. 9 
this s v r 1-fold, it is very unlik ly t t this dif'f r nee coul.d be 
ttributed to random eff ct. It c n only b conclude • therefore, 
that (l ) drops fall more r pidly t thi dist c than has gen rally 
b en shown t or { 2 )  so e consi tent error was pre ent during the entir 
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, eries of m asur m nts at the greater fall distance . :Secaus th 
studi e of velocity by Law (10) d Gun and Kinzer (8 ) ere much 
mor thorough than was the author ' study , the latt r conclusion must 
be accepted aa the likely explan , tion. 
However . d .  pite this distl'ust ot th aosolute value obtained 
in thi . tuciy ,, comparison of the r s\llts for wind and no-wind condi• 
tion near the bottom of the tunnel would still seem valid. 
sed on the verages hown in Ta.bl .5•l , it seems safe to 
conclude that th larger drops show d no eff ct  of the vectorial 
addition of gravitational force and wind force in deter ing drop 
vel·ooi ty. Only in the case of th 2. . m drops does a. difference of 
any r ,al magnitude appear. 
0 T .  VI 
WIND DRIFT 
R n falls in a slanting dir ction wh n aeeompanied by wind. 
The slant is r lated to the wind v looity and to aver g drop size. 
This is described in mor d tail in the next chapter ( Cha.pt r VII) . 
It is sufficient her to say that the horizon tal-compon nt velocity 
of the raindrops will approach the velocity of the wind acting upon 
them. 
.,, 
Rainfall simulatio equi.pment · of cur:r nt  us ge prod-uees drops 
projected downward at an appr ci ble initial velocity from few feet 
bove the ground surface. Thi has two important effects , 
(l) th drop strike the ground with impact energy approaching 
that of natural rainfall. 
(2) the drops fall only a short distance through ,ir in motion . 
thereby minimizing horizontal drop acceleration and resulting 
wind drift. 
Both are desirable trait . They promote r alistio and uniform 
storm characteristics over a series of trial • 
obtained c then b attributed to difference 
Diff rences in result 
in plot characteristics 
( • • soil typ , slope, eove:r, till trea tm n t ,  to. ) under similar 
stor eondi tions. eyer (17 ) discu ed at so e length the orit ria 
for obt ining realistic information by means of such quipment. 
Characteristics stat d to be important ar :  
(l ) Drop size distribution and fall velooi tie near thos of 
· natur l rainf 11 t comp able intensiti a. 
(2) Intensi tie-s in the rang of etonna producing medium to 
high rates oi .runoff and; ro ion . 
(3) Application are of uffioient size f'o-r satisfactory 
repr sentation of treatments and erosion. eenditione. 
( 4)  Complete port bility. 
(5) Accurate reproduction of storms . 
(6) Satisfactory operation in winda of apprec1able veloeity 
(fiel.d research equipment) . 
(7 ) High uniformity of application intensity and drop o.ha.r• 
eteristies throughout the study area, 
(8) Angl of impact not greatl.y different from vertical for 
most drops. 
(9) Rainfall application nearly continuous throtigbout the 
study area. 
It seems clear that an.y appr ciable wind drift might alter the 
w:i.fe>rmity of application intensity and the uniformity o·f drop char• 
act ristics throughout the tudy area.. Small  drops could b xpected 
to drift much further than la:rg-• drops. No cri t ria for oceptable 
performance in these r garde have b en o,ffered ;  none could re , onai>ly 
be e tabl1shed without at least some quantitative knowledge of wind 
drift of the drape involved. Imp ct angle will also b affected by 
wind drift.  
3.5 
yond establishing criteria for ace ptable per-fcrmance, such 
in.formation hould enabl the apprais of changes �n the design of 
e uipment to allow more p ·rfect storm simul 'tion. 
Wisc eier and Smith ( :;o )  found th y could best pr diet soil 
ero ion from a given: torm by an interaetio.n between storm kinetic. 
energy and the maximum ,O•rninute intensity of  the storm. Sinoe with 
simulation equipment int nsity is usually held een tant , the 011ly 
variable would be kinetic energy. le maintaining other criteria .. 
drop siz distribution, intensity and uniformity er intensit7 - at 
desired l vels , M r (15) wa able to find one nozzle arrangement 
which produc·ed nstorm" giving kinetic energy equal to 7?% of that 
from a n  tural rainstorm at an intensity of 2 . 5 inches/hour • . The 
aozzl ohos n is operated t h ight of eight f et . 
Increasing this h ight would increase somewhat the kinetic energy 
of the "etormn produced, sinoe the l rg :r drop have not yet reached 
t nninal. Yeloei ty . Criteria for evaluating a nozzle on this basis are. 
available (15 ). • if the drop-siz distribution characteristics are 
However,, increasing opera ting  height expooees ta.op to a greater 
tim of fall, m ng them more au o ptible to ind drift .  y rational 
etbod of deciding a best balance betw n oper ting height , storm 
energy d allowable wind drift must b b sed upon achieving a 0beet 
baJ.ano " fer the particular situ tion.. :Knowledge of the r lationshipe 
J6 
betw en dFift and drop size , drift and operating height and drift and · 
wind velocity is  need•ed. 
Some idea of the ffect of wind on sprinkler irriga�ion pat­
terns may be gained by studying the work doJJ.e by Wiersma (29). 
Rowev r. irrigation sprinklers cover a large area by preje¢ting a 
str am horizontally outward and slightly upward while rota.ting. lncii­
vidual drops therefore are expos d to wind for a much longer period 
and conee .que:a tly tend to drift greater distance�. Fl¢the.rmore, 
irrigation investigations are primarily concerned with getting uni.for 
intensity over the area involv d .  ergy .ia rega.rd.ed e detrimental 
because cf its effect in paoking the ground surface (? ) .  
Thi study was planned. .and conducted to o,btain data of the kind 
needed to aid in selection of nozzles and operating oonditious for 
more accurate rain simulation . Drops of five sizes ,. from 2 . 2 mm to 
5 . 5 mm diameter , wer allowed to £all into a wind tunnel opera.tin. at 
three wind velocities (6 ,  i5 , and 20 feet/second). .  In order to deter• 
mine wind drift at. various heights in the tunnel, 'bo rd was plac d 
horizontally in the tunnel in the drop path. Pap r toweling was taped 
to the top of the board ,_ since it was fo®d that drop could be seen 
much more re dily ag A net an absorbent baek, , ound. · h 'board was 
up orted on ighth-ineh welding rods acres, the test ection , at 
two-foo t height increments. To obtain "aver ge impact point • "  the 
location of  one splash was first noted with an aiming devioe . The 
d vice  was then moved one-half the distance to th next im aet point, 
3? 
one-third the dist ce from there to the next, th n on -fourth 1 oa - · 
fifth, etc . ,  until the movements becam& too all to be ade reliably. 
he aiming device a.e illustrated in Figur VI-1 • and wa . made of on 
eighth•inoh welding rod, for e into two triangl s so their inter­
section is perpendicular to the plan of their bases. This wae held 
against the transparent side of the tunnel. he loeation of the 
splash from the drop former was first determined , itb. the fan not 
run ing, then wind drift -we.s determined at each height a·s the net 
displ cement from this index after the an was tarted. The average 
splash location for given drop size-wind veloeity-f'al.1 distanc · 
eondi tion was recorded from three aep· · ate runs made on different 
days . 
Data obtained are summarized in Tables 6-1, -·-2 , and 6.-3. 
These data w re subjected to statistiea1 analysis in an ffort to 
find an expr ssion for drift ( in inches ) dependent upon fall stance 
( H• feet ) .  wind velocity (v . fe t/second ) ,  and drop diameter {D, 
milli eters) . A multiple oorrelaU.on which explained 8 of the 
vari tion in ift was obtained when ift wa correlated with H, a2, 
V ,  v2, 1/D. and l/D2 • Reciprocal values for diam ter were used because 
dri ft increases with a reduction in diameter. I t  was found that the 
ul tiple coefficient of oorrelation di not drop s1gni.f1eantly when 
up to thre of the six indep ndent v bles were omitt. d from consid-
er tion, these being v2, H, and 1/D. his analy �s �esulted in the 
Figure VI-1. Aiming Device For Determining Drop Impact Point 
in Wind Tunnel . Scale : 1/2" • l "  
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Table 6-1. Drift of Water Drops of V rioue Diameter • :&,alling 
Various Dis ta.noes ,,. I posed to Wind at 6 f et/s eond 
�: . I 
Fall Distance Drop Diameter , Milli. etetts 
eet 2. 2 . g.o '+.a 4 •. 6 2•2 j 
2 o_. 3 in . o.6 0·.2 0 • .2 0.2  
0. 2 G.l  0. 3 o. , C h l  
0. 1 0, 3 0. 5 0 • .5 o. t+ 
4 1 . 4 1 .1  0. 5, o.8 o. 6 
1. 5 1 .0 1 . 8  0 . 5  0. 5 
o.8 1 . 1+  o.8  1 .1  o.6 
6 ;.o 2.7 1 . 9 l . 6  1 . ; 
2. 5 2. 5 2 . 4 1 . 1  1 . 5 
2 .. 9 1 •. 7 1. 9 1 • . 5  1. , 
8 5.0 }.1 a .a .2 . 6 2 •. 0 
4. 3 3. 3 3. 3 a� a 1 .• 8 
l+. 2 3.1 2. 7 2. 4 2 •. 1 
lO 6. 9 4. 7 4.o 3. 3 , •. o 
6. 9 '• 4.6 1+. 3 3. 3 3.0 
6. 9  4. 6 }.7 3 . 5 3. 2 
12 10. 2  7. 9 6. 2 5. 4  4.} 
10. 4 6 . 9 6. 2 ,.o 4.7  
9 .• 9 6 .7 5. 7 5 . 1 4. 7 
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Table 6-2. Drift of ater Drops of Various Di eters, Falling 
Various Distances ,  posed to Wind at 15 feet/second 
Fall Distance Drop Diameter , llimeter.s 
F et_ 2. 2 3. 0 4.2  4. 6 5-2 
2 l .J  in. 1 .0  o. 4 o .6  o.6 
o. 4 o.6 1 .0  0.7 1 .0  
1. 2 o .8  C.J. 6 o .6  o.a 
4 4. 4 2. 6 2 .1 1 . 9 1. 9 
3. 1 2.8  2. 6 2. a 1. ,, 
3., 6 3. a 2. 4 2. 1 2 .z  
6 9.0 6. 6 4. 9 4.7 5. 2 
8. 2 6. 3 5.6 5. 4 4.7 
. 9  6 . 6 5 .:,  4. 9 4. 9 
15 •. 4 10. 4  7 . 9  6 .7  7 .9  
14 . 3  11 . 0  9.1  8 • .5 8.1  
14. 10. 8 8 . 3 8, 3 .2  
10 22. 0 15. 3  12. 6  12. 4 12.1  
21 •. 2 . 16 . 9 13 • .5 12. 3 ll - 9  
22. 6 15 . 9 13. 0  12 .3  11 . 9 
12 31. 6 22. 4 1 . 2 17 .5  16. 9 
29. 1 22 . 6 l . 8 18. 2  16.7 
30., 4 23. 4 17'. 8  11 . 5 16.,8 
Tabl4J 6-3,. Drift of a.ter Drops of Varic.us Diameters , Falling 
Various Distances ., Exposed to Wind at 20 :fee t/secotd 
faii
l
Distanee 
F•.et 
2 
6 
s 
10 
12 
2.,. 2  
1 .6  
1 .4  
1 .2  
5. 7 
5. 1 
5. 4 
13. 1 
11. 9 
12 • .a 
20. 7 
n.1 
21 . 7  
:,4. ?  
32. 1  
32. 1  
1+7 . 0 
45. 1 
44. 6 
Drop 
: 
,:. 0 
in,.; 1 �, 
0,,. 8 
l ,  ..O 
4. } 
,. , 
4.1  
9 . •  0 
9 . 5 
9 . 2 
15. 1  
1.5. 5  
15.z  
22. 6 
·- 24. 6 
23. 7  
32. 1  
32 . 1  
.;:;.o  
5iamet��
'.t 
Millimeters 
4. 2 4. 6 z·' 
0 .• 7 0 .9 1, 3 
l:• O 0. 9 1.1 
0. 9 o.;5 o.s 
2. 9 3 . 2 4.o 
.:,. 2 3. 1 3. "1-
3. 1 3 .9 ,.,. 
7. 9 7.0 7.0 
7 . 5  7 .0 7.1 
7 . 4  7 ,3  6. 9 
11. 9 11. 6  11 .1 
12. ,  12. 0  11 ,. 9  
12. 1  14. 4 10. 9  
18. 3 17 .9 18.0 
18 .S  18 ., 2  17 . 9  
18 .• 0 21 , 4  17. 1  
2.5 . 6 24. 8 2;.o  
26 . 3  2.5. 5 2.5., 0 
25. 9 a6. 6 · 24. l  
reg�esai.on equation 
Drift == - 12. 97 + 0 . 757v + o. 134If + ,3� 4/r/- ft (Vl•l ) 
An equation of such form is bastd on ar,. assumption that the .eft;•ets 
of the in<l pendent variables  are additive. 
A second analysis was made , oo.rrelatiag the logarithm of  drift 
with the logarithms of wind velocity , fall distanee ., anti drop diamete1'• 
The resulting equation, explained.. over 9.5% of the vuiatiort in 
· drift and when retransfonned to tbe· form of the. original vuiables • 
gave 
Such an equation indieatee a multipli.eative e;ffeot between the ind•• 
pend· nt vari bles. 
Figure·s VI•2 • VI•} and VI .. ·J+ illu trate the fit of t.bese two 
fie re•eaion equ.ations 1 eorapartHi to a.etua.l data for wind velocities of 
6, 15 and 20 feet/second. 
Discussion o.f' esul. ts 
Equ tion Vl-1 (DFitt • •12. 9? + 0."/5? V + 0.1)4 if' + '//}. '+/Ii'-) 
plots as a family of cunes (Figures VJ:•2 • Vl:•3 atui Vl-4) of identical 
shape ., trans.lated up er down the inch e��f•dtift ans depending upon 
values of velocity or fall d1atan.ce inserted .  Study of t.he three sete 
or graphs indicat s that this equatioa fits very well for 8 fee·t of 
fall through wind t 15 feet/second. However , the inflexibility of 
ourve shape leads to poor prediction of drift e1 ther for- tli• small•r 
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drop , or th larger drops, or bot.b ,  at any other oombin tion of con­
ditions encountered. Drift after o»ly 4 fe t of fall is not really 
very important, t least for the purpo e behind thi study ; but 
equati<r.>n 6•2 (Drift = r·· 3 v1 • 21;.;o • .5 rP·69 ) gives a very satief'ae.ory 
fit to the ctual data. obtained , ul'lder all e¥tremes -of wind veloc;Uy·. 
Of much greater importanee is the fact that equation 6-2 al a 
approaehes the data much more closely under extremes of wind velocity 
and t gr-eater fall distances. It -should be furth.e-� pointed out that 
equation 6-1 fails completely at various combinatioAe of lower valu·e 
o! V or  H and higher values of D, because their varioue effects total 
to less than the negative constant in the equ. tion. In contrast . 
equation 6-2 is more r tionG.tl in predicting true behavior • as it g1vee 
drift valu.es approaching zero a H or V approach zero, and approaching 
infinity as D pproaohes zero ., just as logic would suggest. 
t 6 feet/second wind velocity the fit between data and equation 
6 .. 2 is within one inch of drift in a11 but on. case . That exeepticna 
falls if we consider average values for e ch drop size . t 15 feet/ 
second ,. it  is again observed that curve shapes eor!'es · ond quite closely 
to the actual data.. For so e reason the medium condition (drift after 
eight feet of fall through the tunnel ) is consistently under-predicted. 
t this  velocity . t 20 feet/second• the edium condition ie again 
uncier-predioted t but not severely so. Again the curve shapes approach 
reasonably the ctual data. 
It may b noted that the drift of extreme · of drop sizes are 
under-predict  d in sever l ca es ; in no ease i th re a tendency to 
ov r-predict the drift of the smaller drops , and only in the cas . of 
the largest dl'ops exposed to only feet/second of wind £or 12 feet 
of fall does t e equ tion over-predi¢t the observed drift.. Figure 
VI-5 illustrates clearly the tendency to under-predict drift for 
smaller drop . 
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CHAPTER VII 
ANGLE OF IMPACT 
The eff eet of indi •idual dreple·ts on splash erosion • and on soil 
particle detachment 1 has been studied fr.om time te time in an effort 
to be·tt.er understand the erosion process .  Recent developments 12) 
techni.que anti inetrumtt11tation ha'\re made i t  possible to obtain quanti­
t,ative meuur s cf some ot the forces in.velved11 · Palmer ( 23 )  bas 
s,tudied tbe impaot forces of drops entering th.in water l.ay,ers ef 
vaeying thickness , using straingages on a thin me.mbr&aE h Moldenhauer (19 )  
hAe, reported techniques fer evaluating soil e-rodability with small. 
laboratory samples. Bttbenzer ud M:eyer CJ)  have <level.oped methods of 
simulating both rainfall and soil fer fttndam.ental laboratory studies 
of erosion mecr:hanics. M•tohler (20 )  is using the high-..speed motion 
picture camera to study the apltush effetts of drop. siz• • dept'h of water­
fil · t and splash angle . 
Vaa Heerden (28 )  cites data presentEHi by seve.ral wo-rkere oon""" 
oern.ing angle of deviation ( from. v·erti<i:al ) • These data , while of 
itttereet , ooneern experiences with natural rainfall and ·pparently­
de .1 , for th most part • with the angle of the m di.an drop diameter of 
the torm in question. He c,ited a rel.aticnship by Lacy (9)  that 
D • 2 . 23 1° • 182 where Dcn_ ·. ie the mediaA drop diameter, milli eters ; '° .,/V 
and I is the in$ta.ntan ous inhnsity , inches/hour. Lacy ( 9 )  further 
offered a relationship , based on monthly mean value ef windspeed. 
( miles/hour) V • nd angle ef deviation (degrees) ;  tan i. o .-.o.o4 + 
0.14 v. 
Since natural raindrops hav fallen a sufficient distante to 
appi-oQch or aohie-ve terminal veloei.ty v rties.Uy aad a l)alance with 
windepeed horizontally , the impact angle or an le of deviation ehould 
b,e expected to exceed those experi$noed under a rainfall si.mulater. 
As m-ore is learned about the inflaence of $plas,h angle on such 
- things as splash transport ,. sul'faee eealinf h and splash agttation of 
surfa,ee•btpQUllded runoff w· ter , existing (la.ta �n impact angles wuler 
a Val"iety of eondi ti.on - are likely to beoem• more valuael� .. It 1a 
quite simple to determine appronnu�te, imp4iat ai,.gl,e und-er a range of 
drop sizes . fall dietances,  and wind 'Velocities •. 
Data for dJ'op drift (as reported 111 Chapter VI . Wind. Drift) 
und,r varying heights and wind veloei ties were plotted (figur�u, VII-1 t 
VII•2, and VII-3) • 'fo de-termi.n-e the impact angle at a particular 
point on th trajectory of a given dro-p size . the slope of a tangent 
to the trajectory ourve was dttt.ermined fi-om these pletted data. A 
protractor was held tang· nt to the curve and the appa.ren.t angle £-rom 
-v,ertical was �ead off ,, to the n-eai-est degree • Since thes• qurves were 
not drawn to the same scale on both axes ., 1 t wa nece.sea.ry to calculate 
the true ngle from v ertical at that point. This correction was rnade 
by first looking up the tangeat•funetion of the angle in•olved, then 
,... 
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Figure. VII-2. Drift v�. Fall Distance with 15 Feet/Second Wind 
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ultiplying it by th ratio or the two scales (horizontal Ullits per 
inch divided by vertical units per inch). The product gave the tangent 
of tb.e ctua.l impact angle for that point en the trajectory. 
Data 
Figures VII-1 ,. VII•2 , and VI!-3 show the actual trajectories 
obtained during this investigation , fo-r wind velocities of 6 ,  15 . and 
20 feet per second. Th� actual impact angles , as detel"Jnined by the 
method outlined above , are shown in Table 7-1. gl s have been 
calculat d to the ne est whole degree , and represent the angle from 
vertical. of the trajectory cUJrVe at that poiat. 
Fall distanie refers to the d.ietanee th drops have f llen 
after enterin the tunnel; it is the verti.cal dista.nce through wbieh 
the drop ha passed while under the influence of the horizontal wind 
component within th tunnel. 
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Table ?-1 � I pact glee of s ver-al Sizes of Drops 
Drop Diameter Fall Distance •  Feet 
mm. 2 lf 6 8 · 10 1-2 
6 · fps wind 
2.2 2 deg. 3 4 5 1 10 
,.o l 2 3 f+ 5 7 
4. 2 1 2 2 3 4 5 
5 , 5  l l 2 2 3 4 
15 fps wind 
2. 2 4 9 1;; 16 18 20 
3.0 3 1 9 12 14 1? 
4. 2 3 6 1 ' 12 14 
5. 5 2 5 7 9 11 12 
20 fps wind 
2. 2 .5 ll 19 23 a6 28 
.:, .. o 4 9 13 17 20 2.2. 
4. 2 · 4 8 10 13 l? 19 
5. 5 3 8 10 13 16 18 
CHAPT VIII 
DROP BREAKUP 
Surf ce tension forces tend to hold a. drop of water in the 
shape of a sphere , A falling drop , however , is deformed te> a greater 
or lesser degree. due to the pressure of air gainst the leading 
surface ,  and the reduction in pressure against the trailing surface .  
Blanchard (1 ) pointed out that the internal pressure due to surface 
tension varies inversely with the r d.iue of the drop. At the ea.me 
time • terminal velocity inereaaes with increasing drop diameters ; with 
iacrea.s d veloo1 ty , · xtern.al force lso i.nerease. This deformation 
is nicely illustrat d in some of the flash photography by Edg,.rton (5) . 
• drops increase in size ,, theref,ore • the7 tend to become mo.re and 
more la.tt n d in shape until instability is t"e ched and the drop is 
broken to form several smaller drop . Blanchard (l) wa$ able to 
illustrat . the oscillation in sh pe whioh takes plac prior to the drop 
breakup. Figure VIII..-1 illustr te by succ seive flashes (l/10 see 
int·erval ) th initiation of thi oscillation a.a a drop is fol"med 011 
a l ge (1/4 inch) drop form.er. Howev.er, Blanchard• s work demonstrated 
that thi oscillation would occur due to instability of the 1 .rger 
drops .; it is not apparently due to initial disturbances at the time 
of formation. 
Blanchard stat d (1 ) unrops below 4. 6 mm in diameter have e n  
found to be quite sta.bl when subjected to hock as deseribed above. 
Instability be in.s to s t  in at 4 .. 6 mm diameter and increases until 
at drop sizes of 5. 4 mm diameter, all drops subjected to shock will 
break llp . n In his experiments drops were supported staU.onarily upon 
an upward-directed air stream.. The e·hock tc which he re:f�.rs waa 
oauaed by passing the hand quickly across this air stream .  He oi ted 
Lenard (11) s having conclud d that drops above 5*5 mm cannot enst 
for :mo.re than a few eeonds .. 
During the early portion of the drift inVtlstigations 1 :re,po.rted 
in Chapter VI , a close similarity in trajeotorie·s of' the 4. 2 mm an-d 
:h 5 mm drops was noted. The poaeibili t7 existed that the l ger drops 
might be splitting into two drop& bout 4 . 2  mm ia diameter. Su:eh 
b·rea.k up might he due tq the ehock of being .b21uptl7 Sllbje-c.ted to a 
horizontal wind at 20 teet/seoond. fbi . .  would not b• important �ith 
th present rainulator because the upper lirait of drop sizes produced. 
as reported by ey.er (15) • is a.bout J.5 ••  However.  should these 
data be later used in evaluatiiag other drop-forming e1stems for 
imulation work, it might be an impot-tant etfect. 
;ro determine whethe·r this as occurring • 1 t woul.d be necessary 
to either {l) observe or photograph sinn1ltaneous multiple drops , or 
(2)  determine at least relatively the diameter ci>f drops passing through 
the tunnel. 
During the determination of representative drop velocities . the 
instantaneous imag<Hi of single drops. illurniaated by the Strobolux 
unit at 100 flashes/second •. could be seen with the naked eye. On 
Figure VIII-1. uoeessive images at l/lO econd intervals of drop 
forming on l,/1+ inch tubing and then breaking loose to fall t 
rapid1 increasing velocity. 1 n dro formed in 
appr xim tely 1 . 5  seconds .  ot the ternate 
lat ral contractions nd expansions s shown 
by he continuous streaks, indicative o.f the 
scillation between obl te and prolate 
shape as the drop falls. 
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on occasion, it was noted. that a cluster of drops, descending ore 
lowly than usual, w s seen.. No photo raph of this turned out : 
either the multipl·e d:rGps drift d to one side of the field ef Yiew of 
the camei-a , or their slower r te of d•scent allow d sufficient time 
for the cam ra shutter to elo e,  or both. 
Meyer (15 ) cit d sevei-a.l methods of de termini · drop siee by 
indirect eans : among these is the correlation of know size with tbe 
ize of spot produced on some material such as treated paper.  A rough 
adaptation of t · s method was made during the drift m asu.rements . Each 
drop was allowed to fall on paper to elling taped to a board in the 
tunnel. Since precise drop size need not be measured for this purpose, 
it was only neeessa.ry to note whether a · ven drop produced a spct 
&imi.lar to that normally made by a 5. 5 mm drop , or a ,spot mueh smaller. 
drop of 4. 2 mm diameter was fo.und to produce a spot on the order ef 
an inoh or less in diameter immediately after landing on the paper, 
while a 5 • .5 m drop produced a spot roughly twioe this ize.  It was 
only neeesea.ry to note whether a series of dreps t nominally ;. 5 mm 
diameter, al1 produced subetanti.ally the same eize spots when subjected 
to the 20 feet/second wind in the tunnel , to b� reason bly sure that 
oreakup was not occurring. 
o evi ence ias obtained sugg.esting that breakup wa.s occurring 1 
othe:r than the one breakup previously mention d.  It  is very possible 
this occurred as a. result of i pact cf the drop against th side of 
the slot  in the roof �f the tunnel. 
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In oonclusion , it doe not appear likely that the force of a 
20 feet/second wind acting on the side of a 5 .5 mm drop , alr· ady 
trave11ing at a veloeity of 24 feet/second, is sufficient to oau ,e 
it to bre.ak up , · t least during the split seeorui it takes fer- tt to 
fall another ten feet.  ller drops could . lso 'be aesw.ned to be 
table under these conditions . 
CHAPTER I ·  
APPLIC •rI N OF =stJLT 
In Chapter VI it was stated that a need xisted fer knowled.g:e 
of th t"elationsbips existing between drift and drop size,  operating 
h ight, and wind velocity. Such knowledge would allow optimum 
election of  nozzles for rain simulation under var.iou.s conditions and 
would be helpful in �atablishing operating c·rite:ri.1 .- fo.lt winc:iy eoodi• 
tions . Two applications ot this information follow .• 
1.  Sho n on Figur IX-1 are two •curves representing drift at 
8 and 12 feet of fall , respeotivel.y ,  plotte{I against drop 
size, assuming a wind velocity o f  20 feet/eeeond. !bes• 
were plotted to points calculated f�om equation 6-2. Such 
a velocity repre�eats a wind of 13. 6  m�les/hou.r, abeut the 
upper limit for satis factory operation of the Mey r- .cCun• 
"Rainulator , " according to Young C.31) . 
Assw:ning the win t.0 be blowing cross the plots, 
one could conclude that the border area outside the plot 
must be abou.t 4o inehe-s wide for 8 feet of fall ,. ,or abou.t 
90 inches wide for 12 feet of fal.l, 1f a un1fo·rm rate of 
water app1ication and energy pplication to the oil · ere 
to be maintained, i ven t his wind velocity. 
2. Mey r (15) pr sented caloulaticms by which be det rmined 
the kinetic energy of various portions 0£ the s ray produoed 
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by the nczzle he selected for the n:Rainula tor•• (14} . lie 
first measured. the water velocity at the time it left the 
nozzle. and th n cerrect-e-d for velocity gain in 8 feet of 
fall • bas d on velocity versus fall distance ourves de-rived 
from Laws (lO ) . He assumed that small drops which left the 
nozzle at greater than terminal velocity would glo\f tQ 
terminal velocity in 8 :fe&t . 
Using th$ same assumption �  the author b.as caleulated 
the kinetic energy of tbe same portion of sprE;"cy from the 
same nozzle. bttt at a height of 12 .fettt rather than 8 feet . 
Results are given in Table 9•1, from which a direct �om• 
parison of the �esulta of the two operating heights mq be 
made. 1he accumu.l.ative mass-distribution and ld.:aetic•energy 
distribution are lso pl.otted on Figure tx-l . 
The result ven in this group of c·u:rves point up 
·-
several inter•ating thin e :  
1 .  When operating height is iac.reased from 8 feet to 12 
feet • win<i drift for a Si ven drop .size doubles . 
2. .  The w ter removed b7 wind drift would ccoun·t for 
proportion· tely less kinetic ene:rgy than a s ,  
3. No approoiable gain in kinetic energy could be · xpect d 
from increasing tbe operating height of this particulai­
nozzle . The drops which had not ttain d terminal 
able 9-1. Sample Evaluation of Spraying Systems Company 8olOO Ve�jet . Operating at 6 Psi 
Data From Center of Pattern .  Nozzle Velocity 22. 3 fps -
* • Aceu- • ·• * • ;--
ula-
Drop Per- tive 
··ize cent From � Mass Velocity " fps 
� r2 Group , by Larg- Eer Term- \i KE1 ft-lb/Ac-In Drift ,, In. 
mm wt ., est Ac-In inal @ 8 ' @l2 ' s, 12 1  B• Accw.n % 12 • s ·• 12 •' 
0. 5-
1 - 0  10.0  100 .. 0 352-» 2 10.1  10.1  10�1  102.0 102. 0 35 ,924 100. 0  100.0 35� 924 41 . 0  85. 9 
1 .0-
LS 14  .. o 90 �0 493-. l 1.5� 9  15. 9  1.5. 9  252. 8 252.8  124,656 97. 8 97.8 12'+,656 28.8 60. 4 
L 5-
2 .0  19 .5  76.0 686 .• 8 19,. 9  19. 9  19.9 396'410 396.0 271 , 97:, 89. 9 90 .1  211 . 973, 22. 9  48.o 
2.0-
2 . 5 22. 5 ;6.5 792 .;  23,.0 22 .• 8 23.0 519.8 529.0 4U .942 72. 5  73. 4- 419 ,232 19.- 2  J+o. 3 
2 . ,-
3.0 18 .0 34.0 634.o 25.5  24. 3 24,. 8 590. 5 61;.o 31�,311 !+6.5 47 .7 389, 935 16.7  35.1 
3.0-
3. 5 11 .5  16.0  405.0  27.3  25.1  26.0  630.0 ,16.0 255 ,150 22.8 23 •. 8 273,780 14.9  31 .. 2 
3-5+ 4. 5 4.5 158.5 28. 6 25.8 26.9  665. 6 723.6 10.5,498 6.7 7.0.  114.692 14-0 29. 4  .. 
Total 1 .,579 , 520 1 ,6,30 ,192 . .  
• .Indicat&s data tabulated by Meyer (l5l 
u Represents kinetic energy gain of 3. 3 perc-ent 
Yeloeity after feet of fall did not .coelerate enough 
in added 4 feet of fall to effect BAY significant 
energy gain. 
Such a study forces the oon<elusion that nothing 
would be gained, and much. lost , by inereasing the 
operating height of this particular nozzle. 
Similar comparisons could • Gf course • be as easily made 'betw en 
a number of different nozzles. Another nozzle might be foWld which 
produced larger drops tba.n did this one , but at the coat of too gl"eat 
an intensity. Increasing the operat.ing height \fould sp.read out the 
pattern, reducing intensity , whil at the same time allowing gra"ri.ty, 
to accelerate a large drop and give a more impressive boQst tQ kinetic 
energy. forking from Lawe (10 )  , a 4 mm drop leaving th nQzzle at 
22. 3  feet/s.eeond would r ae·h a 'Velocity of about 26 f&et/seoon4 in 8 
feet and about 27 feet/second in 12 feet ; 5 mm drop wot.tl.d reach 
·-
veloci ties of about 26.7 and about 28 feet/secomi, reepeettvely, under 
the same oonditions... . he signi!ioan.ce of these velocities in deter­
mining storm kinetic energy would be detet1llin ci by 'their frequency of 
oeeurrenee s wel1 a by th ir v·eloci ty. Such investigations would 
have to weigh all the facto-rs given by Mey r ( 17 )  in Chapt r VI . Thie 
information should be helpful in evaluating his objective 6. 
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CO CLUSIONS 
l. A wind tunn l of eight•inob width w s found adequate for 
studying wind-drift cbaracteri tioe of vertically falling 
ter drops. In.di vidual drop · were _ awned to be small 
enough that edge effect would net become a valid co eidera­
tion. Uniformity in velocity profile obtained was quite 
good with this wind tunnel • ia the · elooi ty t-ange studied·. 
2. Drop £rom 2 •. 2 to 5. 5 millim-et rs diameter• having very good 
size unitonnity , were produced t a  oontroll d rate by 
regulating flow rat to the tu.bing upon which the drop was 
fo ed. Drop ize obtained wa a function of  tubing si�e. 
od rate v ri tion in r te of  production did not appear te 
cau change in drop ize. 
·-
3. Drop v loeities appe d to c-onf orm well with values giv n 
by ource iri the liter ture • exc • · t t greater fall di -· 
taneee. eaaurement after twenty-two feet of f 11 di not 
app ar to b con istent with valu s given by other workers. 
Comparison of m asure eats obtaine UDder wind and no-wind 
co ditions indicated h t  impact vel.ooity of drops larger 
than 3.0 m w s not affected by 20 f t/second nd• if 
hos drop fell no mor than 10 feet through the wind. 
Smaller ops w re affected, however, as 2. 2 mm drops showed 
a velocity gain of almost seven percent. 
4. A r  gre ion quation ( e . 6-2) w develop d which 
expl · ned mor than 95 p reent of drop drift, depending 
upon wind velocity, dro siz , and f 11 di tanee. Wind 
drift w s shown to b the result of a multiplicativ � 
6? 
r th r than an dditiit , effect of  these variable • ithin 
the range of condition studi d, th equation tended to 
under-predict, indicating it to b a conserv -ti e estimator. 
Drift was found to be almost a linear. fu.action cf wind 
velocity, but · exponential function of fall di tance, d 
an inv .rse function of drop diameter. 
5. Impact angles wer ea.sured und r variety of fall di.s­
tance • wind veloeitie , a.ad drop siz s.  Impact angle . 
lik drift, incr a d with fall dist ee and wind v locity, 
d decreased with increasing drop size. 
6. Drops up to t lea t 5. 5 mm di.a.meter wer shown to b 
capable ding the shock of  20 feet/second wind 
without breaking up. rops of this siz er trav lling 
24 feet/second v rtio ly when first xposed to the hori­
zontal wind force. Liter ture ouroes iadic te breakup 
to be a function of time and that dr'l>p larg r than 4. 6 mm 
are unst ble. How ver, great r f ll distan� , or or 
intens wind force, or both, oul s em to be nee ary to 
oause breakup of  th se large drops under simul tion quip­
ment. 
CHAPTER I 
SUGGESTED FURT IER RESEARCH 
The eff ct cf wind in di placing small•arms proj etiles bas 
b en rath r well investigated by ordnane en neers and experi enter 
both amat ur and professional . 
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Lowrey (12) pres nted the, r lationship usually us d 1.n pr diet­
in ueh drift a 
wher 
D • 12 v (T • R/V ) 
0 
D • drift 1n inche 
v cross wind velocity . fe t/seoond 
T = tim of flight, econds 
R = rang , .feet 
V = muzzle velocity of th bullet ,  feet/second. 
0 
H e lain d the soning be nd this uation by an alogy , which 
follow.f.H 
Su.ppo e that two railways are par llel, a d.istanc ap t ,  
train tr v l the same dir ction and velocity, ven with each other, 
own th two r l ay . rifl man on the first train ims t t 
o th 
the 
cond train. Hi firing th rifle directs a bullet toward 
oond train, th bullet having velocity V towards the t rg t 
0 
WO 
t 
tr n and a v  loeity v paral.1 1 to th trains. If th bull t tr v lled 
t constant v locity it would strik the cent r of the targ t t a  
time qual to R/V
0
, just as though the trains had been standing still . 
However t bee use the bullet slows down in flight du t o  . r 
r sistance, at time P./V
0 
t he bullet is still a short distance away 
from t h  target. Beeaus the target oontinu s to travel at 
6 
velocity v, by the time the bullet gets to the second train the tar­
get has oved an a.ddi tional distance, equal to  v times the "lag time .. " 
Lag time is t he difference between actual flight time T and the time 
given by R/V . The same relationship between t hese factors has been 
0 
shown to hold true if v be considered t he wind velooi ty  wit h target 
and rifle stationary. 
The rune relationship may hold true for the drift of falling 
water dt-ops, if Hlag time" is correctly defined. In t his case . the 
actual flight time, or fall time . may be det rmined from either 
existing measurements of velocity for different drop siz s and di -
tanc s, or by additional measurements  of drop time from drop forming 
d vice to final impact area. Thi ht w ll include drops produced 
by numerous typ s of  nozzles which project drops at so angle from 
v rtical, inclu · ng irrigation sprinkl rs, cone- and fl t -spr y 
nozzles, te . The valu corresponding to "R/V u in the analo 
0 
bove 
would be d rived from the idealized eq tions o f  motion , bas d on 
initi l velocity and direct ion and th foree of  gravity . Initial 
investi ations might w 11 be based on existing data from this and 
ot h r source , disregarding t he material involv d. If f sible . it 
could t hen be applied to more complex ituations. 
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Additionally, mor inform tion on drift of falling drops i 
n ed d for drops smaller than thos investigated in the pres nt study. 
Fully half the water making up th s ray und r the Meyer .. cCun 
simulator . for xample t is in drop s all r than 2 .2 mm (15)• and 
th y ccount for third of the stor kinetic en rgy. 
Such small drop cannot be produced by th method used in t his 
study. Meyer (15) indicated that they can be produced by blowing 
moist air past the drop former to oppose surface. t naion and al.lo t h . 
drop to fall before its size grew suffici ntly for tb force of gravity 
alone to pull it from th drop former. Be reported that drops small.er 
than 1.0  mm could thus be produced. 
?1 
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APP WIX ! 
DESIGN D AILS OF TUNNEL 
Whe.n t he tunnel was being planned., a .good 4eal of concei-n 
existed that throat width be kept adequate to provide a uniform flow 
of air )lithin the desired velocity range of 0-2.!:
i 
feet/second. On th.e 
basis o f  a fan available ,  a Habeo 3 horsepower ( �del J-12? ) 1;1nit 1 it 
seemed that an 8-inch throat width would provide velocities up to 
about 24 feet/second. 
Evaluation of thi throat width was based on criteria suggested 
by Sohlicting (26) . Meyer (16) pointed out that air would enter the 
test section at a velocity initially uniform aa,ros-s the throat: It 
wou.ld then grad\lally a.ocelerate 1» velocity at the- center while 
decelerating along the wall, until a parabolic profile re· ulted. 
Acc,ording to Sehlicting (26) , the parabolic profile is dev loped at a 
distance from the en.trance given by l
E 
• 0.04(2.a)R ,, where lE 
is the 
distance (in throat width.a) fro the entrance , 2a is the thi'oat width; 
and R is the Reyn-olds number. e7nolds number i · ti• D by the eq_uation 
R � • l P l? 
where u = velocity (8, 16, 24 feet/second ere checked) 
l = characteristic length (8 inch s + or 12 feet) 
p = mass d nsity (0.0807 lb/ft3) 
,fa'- = viscosity (4 X 10-? lo•sec/ft
2
} 
Values were checked in both axes and are tabulated in Table I-1. Also 
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'P ble I-·l. Charaeteri.stics of -Inch by 12-Foot 'rw,ael · 'hroat S•ct.1oa 
Velocii,­
f't/sec 
8 
16 
24 
Re;noide Number ... · lE* tor. Parab�lic Development 
8tr dimen�ion 12 ' d·imens�on 8•, dim.ension 1� • dimension l . . . , - • 
1.077 X 10
6 
2. 154 X 10
6 
3. 231 X 10
6 
' . 6 19. 39 X 10 
38.78 106 
. Q . 6 5{;>-17 X 10 
2 .,85 X 10
4 
5. 71+ 10
4 
8. 59 X 10'+ 
9� 3 X 106; 
18 .. 6 I 10
6 
6 
2.7. 9 X 10 
iwith the intended tmmel lexigth ·o} 24 feet, actual leng�hs,. in uni.tr 
of l
E 
would be 36 (8" \ttlite) and 2 (12 '  units) 
given is the number of throat lengths for the para'bol.ic velocity 
profile to develop. 
In the words of Sehlieting, " •  • •  at R of 2000 to 5000 the inlet 
length extends over 80 to 200 channel widths. Coaseqaeat.ly, the flow 
does not become fully de·veloped at all if the e.ha.ru·1el is short DI" if 
the Reynolds number is oemparativel1 targe . "  Study of th• velocity 
profiles aetually obtained, as shown in Figur s IV•l , IV•2 , d rv .. :, 
ubstantiate this statement atisfaetorily s the p�abolie v loeity 
profiles did not d velGp to any extent .  
With the eetablishm nt of throat dimeu iens . it became neeessal7' 
to design an entrance section to provide smooth flow into the throat 
section. Beoause of spac limit tio:ns ., it was d c1ded. to limit the 
• ntranee section to a length of 4 feet .  as  umption was m de  that 
air would accelerate uniformly from � ro veloci. ty, at a distance of 4 
feet from the thrGat, to the full veloci.ty cf 25 fee t/second, at the 
throat. It was further assumed that because of the rel.atively  low 
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velocity, the air ould not u.nd. rgo sufficient e�pansien to change its 
density appreciably and that it could therefore be awned to flow as 
an incompressible fluid • cm the equation of otion, s given by 
2 
Sears and Ze an.sky (27), v = v. + a s ,. where 
0 
v final velocity 
v = initial velocity (zero in this sase 
0 
a =  acceleration 
s • displacement 
Si-nee s = 4 feet, a = 25
2 /8 or 78. 12 ft/sec'• From this equation a 
aeri. s of throat cro-se-section widths were calculated, . s giv n in 
'fable I-2. 
'!'able I•2• Tunnel Entrance Croea-seeti.oas 
. . i ; ' 
Distance from Tunnel 
'l'b,i-oat, feet  
Velocity , 
ft/s•e 
[12 
'throat Sectiost 
id_t}l1 _ I11ehe_s_ 
o.s 
2.0 17.7  
3. 0 12. 6 
3. 8  5.6 
These dimensions were plotted to scale• connected. to tonu a 
smooth curve, and the neeesaary structural. m mbers '1!1ere ·drawn on to 
scale and. critical dimensions scaled from the sketch for fabrication. 
The ntra.nce section is illustrated in Figura AI-1. 
a. Plan View of Entrance Section 
L_-----
..... ----
L---1..-------
---- ·-
b. Elevation View of Entrance Section 
Figure AI -1 . Entrance Section of Wind Tunnel . Sea.le : 1/2" • l ' 0" 
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The thro t eotion of th tunnel w s constructed aa a eer1 s of 
panels to f cilitate handling and to al.low e sy dis esembly for 
storage in the ev nt th tunnel was to be taken out of the laboratory 
d. used t a l ter date.. Pan.el sections 11\easured 8 feet by 12 feet�  
igure I•2 1llustTate the b. ic framing of on• panel. Th frame 
was . ade of nominal l.•inoh by 4-inch pine around the o·utside ,, with 
nominal 2-inch by 4-inch interior sections.. • oh panel was then 
covered with three 4-feet by ... f.eet sheets of l/l+,..inch pl·exiglaa (for 
one si.d ) or 3/8-ineh plywood ( for the other) • 
Panels were then bolted together • and 3/8-inch ;pqwood bolted 
to the top and bottom to enclose the throat s �tion. Figure I•3 
repr sents a crose•section of the throat and Figure AI�4 is side 
new of the complete tunne1 1 including entranee section, teat throat 
s.ection , fan trans1 ti.on eectio:n• @d fan aeseJJ.tbl7, 
/ 
l" x 4" 
/ 2
tt X 4" 
Figure A I-2. One 8 •  x 12 ' Panel of Wind Tunnel. Fraae Was 
Covered With Three 4 •  x 8 •  Sheets of  1/4" Plexiglas 
or 3/8" Pl�wood. Scale : 1/2" • 1 '0" 
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Figure AI-3•  End View of Tunnel . Scale: 1/2" • 1 '0" 
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Figure A I-4. El•••tion View of. ·Coaplete Tunnel 
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Figure AII-1. Drop We.ight Vs . Diameter 
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Figure AII-a. Drop Former and Filter Funnel Fitted With Frame 
For Suspending From Ceiling. Scale : 1/4" • l"  
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Figure AII-p. Elevation View of Throat Section With Drop 
Former in Place. Scale : 1/4" • 1 ' 0" 
